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**Topicality of the research:** precedent phenomena present the main difficulty for translation due to the unknown mechanisms of their manifestation.

**Tasks of the research:** to describe the significant features of precedent phenomena and analyze their importance in intercultural communication and difficulties of their translation. To list the main characteristic features of precedent phenomena; to define the method of translating of the precedent phenomena.

**Theoretical and practical significance:** is in complex approach towards the study of precedent phenomena as representatives of culture-specific characteristics. Attention is accented on precedent texts that form the scale of value in lingvo-cultural community. The challenges faced by non-speakers when dealing with precedent texts and the ways of overcoming communicative failures are analyzed.

**Practical significance of the study** lies in the possibility of applying its results and the selected language examples to the process of teaching interpretation.

**Results of the research:** the precedent phenomena reflect the live language structures and their study help understand the specific features of real language: at the same time results show the importance of studying cultural differences for successful intercultural communication.